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SPOT ON FOR THE PARALUX® PX1 SHORTY
PARAT showcases a new, compact luminous miracle at this year’s International Hardware
Fair: with a length of just 110 mm and a width of 41 mm, the newly designed compact
PARALUX® PX1 Shorty has an incredible beam range of a full 120 meters – a real power
pack that will be launched on the market in summer.
And, of course, the PARALUX® PX1 Shorty wows users with the proven and incomparable
PARAT brightness. In addition, it fits into any pocket thanks to its handy size and featherlight weight of just 112 grams – and only 70 grams without batteries. With these
outstanding properties, the Shorty lamp is easy to carry around wherever your work takes
you.
Of course, the new PARALUX® PX1 Shorty is compatible with the certified PARASNAP® lamp
mounting system by PARAT: this way, the Shorty lamp can be quickly and easily attached to
a helmet with a flick of the wrist to keep your hands free during work. The broad light beam
provides perfect lighting conditions even at close range.
The PX1Shorty lamp delivers uninterrupted light for impressive six hours, even at full power.
In reduced power mode, the two AA batteries last for full eight hours. 5 W Cree LED lamps
with a brightness of 80 lumens and 450 LUX are used. PARAT guarantees a service life of
roughly 10,000 hours for this high-quality product. Users have to rely on permanent light
that never goes out during important operations. This is why the PX1 Shorty lamp is fitted
with a battery condition indicator at the side of the housing. In addition, the lamp will flash
every 30 seconds when the battery power is about to run out.
With explosion protection class IP68, the new PARAT lamp meets the requirements of the
highest category when it comes to protection against ingress of water and foreign
substances. It is 100% watertight and dustproof and withstands water depths of up to three
meters. Moreover, the PX1 Shorty lamp is explosion-protected – just to be on the safe side.
The robust housing made of polycarbonate guarantees long durability of the lamp, whereas
the rubberized rear switch provides a strong and secure grip.

The PX1 Shorty prototype will be presented to all curious visitors at the International
Hardware Fair in Cologne in March 2018. From July 2018, the premium product will be
available at any PARAT dealer. For important news and current product changes or
optimizations on PARAT safety lamps, please check out the PARAT Lighting pages on
Facebook and the PARAT Lighting website at: www.lighting.parat.de.
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Caption:
The new PARAT PARALUX® PX1 Shorty is available at your PARAT dealer from summer 2018.

About PARAT Group:
PARAT – the globally active partner for highly-functional plastic trim parts and structural
components focuses consistently on delivering the very highest quality with a maximum of
customer value as a leading manufacturer of tool cases and bags, provider of innovative IT
storage systems and specialist for certified safety lamps. In the financial year 2017, PARAT
Group generated revenues of about 87 million euros with a work force of approximately
850 employees at five locations worldwide.
As an institution setting the benchmark for safe light, PARAT stands for the perfect
combination of maximum brightness and certified explosion protection. The pooling of
technical features as well as ATEX and STAUBEX certifications make any PARAT lamp and
related system components a perfect tool for extreme demanding areas of application. With
the revolutionary PARASNAP® lamp mounting system, the company has now impressively
underlined its expertise in the accessories segment.
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PARAT GmbH + Co.KG
Schönenbach Straße 1
DE - 94089 Neureichenau
www.parat.eu
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